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Smooth jazz, classic soul and R&B from our friends at 93.7 Smooth Jazz: [MP3] Listen live [HTML] Listen live [Windows
Media Player] Listen live [Flash] Listen live Smooth Jazz 97.1 and 94.7 Oceanview/Artists Point/Beach Tripodi/Broadway 94.7
Smooth Jazz is a 24-hour satellite-delivered smooth jazz station. The smooth jazz format includes new and traditional smooth
jazz as well as instrumental music and soul music. The station specializes in creating smooth jazz for your relaxation and
enjoyment. 95.5 The Wave Austin (Tel. 512-476-4000) The Wave 95.5 is the city’s only 24-hour classic hits station. (And there
are a LOT of classic hits stations.) The Wave is all about the latest hits from the 50’s, 60’s, 70’s, and 80’s – the music you grew
up with, and the music your kids love. 95.5 The Wave Dallas The Wave 95.5 Dallas plays the best classic rock and hard rock
from the 70’s to today. 95.5 The Wave LA (Tel. 323-666-1000) The Wave 95.5 is the city’s only 24-hour classic hits station.
(And there are a LOT of classic hits stations.) The Wave is all about the latest hits from the 50’s, 60’s, 70’s, and 80’s – the music
you grew up with, and the music your kids love. 97.3 Z-97.3 Los Angeles R&B And Smooth Jazz Format: Smooth Jazz And
Jazz STATION LOGO: Station logo is in colour for radio ON, and in grayscale for radio OFF. Some users may need to double
click the logo off and on again to get the station feed. Thanks to John Hinds for original Widget layout. Requirements: ￭ Yahoo!
Widget Engine 97.3 Z-97.3 Los Angeles Description: R&B and smooth jazz from the station that can’t be stopped. 97.1 Z-97.1
Dallas (Tel. 214-347-9200) 97.1 Z-97.1 Dallas is the city’s only 24-hour classic hits station. (And

94.7 The WAVE For PC
This widget provides a simple and powerful format-like playlist, allowing you to play one song after another (as a background)
without having to remember to press play. KEYMACRO Purpose: In a nutshell, this is the old-fashioned way to make a music
player. It's like a page where you can have just one item in the middle that plays repeatedly (and smoothly) on screen, and all the
other pages - that look like the tabs you get in internet browsers - have nothing. Compatible with Mac and Windows.
KEYMACRO Features: - No need to open anything, you can just let the music player background play in the background! - You
can turn the player on/off and change the song/volume on the fly (with keyboard shortcuts). - The music player has various
themes that you can choose between. - In combination with our TimeLine player, you can have multiple instances of the player
running in parallel. - The music player also has a built-in timer. - You can use a Keyboard Macro to control the music player. The music player is as simple and easy to use as a Mac OS X Safari page. KEYMACRO Limitations: - No custom styles. Just
one page. - Not compatible with Mac OS X 10.6 or earlier. - The song information can be displayed in a wrong style in the text
box. KEYMACRO Updated Notes: As of today (15.12.2009), the music player does not show the artist, song title and the album
title. This is because this is not a proper playlist with artwork, but a non-visual presentation of a track list - just like the 'Get the
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single from' section in iTunes (or the iPod Shuffle.) The labels on the progress bars are not shown anymore. It seems that this
kind of player does not work on Mac OS X 10.6, because Safari seems to be'very old'. KEYMACRO Installation: Get the
KeyMacro file from the KeyMacro download page. Put this file in your Mac OS X Library (or equivalent directory) and run the
KeyMacro installer. NOTE: In 10.6 Snow Leopard, the Widget is called 'Page Flip' and is placed in your Mac OS X Library. So
you must put the KeyMacro file in your Library. Otherwise it won't work. KEYMACRO Bugs: - Sometimes the music player
77a5ca646e
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A Yahoo! Widget is a unique way to put information on your website that will be constantly updated and available to your
website's visitors. Using the Widget's Syndication feature, you can have the information show up on other websites, and even on
mobile devices such as mobile phones and PDAs (Personal Digital Assistants). The application makes it easy to send out a
message, such as breaking news, sports scores, financial information, and even weather alerts. If you need a way to quickly
update your website, or you have a newsletter you want to send to a larger audience, a Widget is the ideal choice. ￭ Yahoo!
Widgets ￭ Advanced Custom Fields ￭ HTML5 Version 1.0 Beta This Widget plays 94.7 the WAVE Los Angeles. Smooth jazz!
2:59 Weekly World News: Flipsanity Weekly World News: Flipsanity Weekly World News: Flipsanity A review of the week's
funniest shows, news and events. Flipsanity™. Hosted by Gary Glass. Check out Gary's website: JoinGary's Facebook Fan Page:
Follow on Twitter: Subscribe To Gary's YouTube Channel: Gary's Facebook Fan Group: Understanding the Present
(1963-1964) Note: This is part 1 of 3. In part 1, we talk about how the Biblical view of time effects our understanding of
present time. In part 2, we talk about time in general and the three-part division of time. In part 3, we talk about time and
prophecy, from prophecy in general to such issues as the meaning of the days of Daniel and the prophecies of the Seventy
WeekSemester. We come to the conclusion on time in our final thoughts. published: 19 Feb 2012 7 Mysterious Things We're
About To See In Future From time to time, you see them coming in movies; the flying cars, the antigravity shoes, the wearable
computers, and even though they don’t quite make it to the market

What's New in the 94.7 The WAVE?
Some more advanced features: * This Widget should show the 3 most recent songs playing in a timeline and playlist. * I will
provide you the sourcecode and Java classes you can easily convert the sourcecode to any programming language. * This Widget
uses a RSS feed. A new track is added when playing, which you can use in a new Widget or application. * Music time is from
local time. * Each new track is added a new time stamp. * You can specify a date to start a time range (ex. 1:00-3:00) and the
next days time range will be 1:00-8:00 or 1:00-7:00. * You can specify a range like 1:00-7:00 in the next day too. * You can
specify the end date for range. * You can specify the end date for the range. * Use local, GMT, or UTC time. The application
(for iPhone) has around 50 tabs, each tab needs a different Widget, I am very short on time. The reason I need a customized
Widget is because I have a very large playlist that is not easy to manage, plus the Widget needs to be in a specific format and
there is alot of functionality to display multiple songs. Do you have example code? Would love to see how this would work. I'd
really like to make it work on the web with the "control" feature. Edit: There's the advanced features, not what I need help with.
The reason I need a customized Widget is because I have a very large playlist that is not easy to manage, plus the Widget needs
to be in a specific format and there is alot of functionality to display multiple songs. I have examples for most features, but the
"control" widget is a bit tricky. I'll let you see what I've done so far. I will however be happy to assist you to make it work on the
web, but you should know that I use a lot of javascript for this. The easiest way to display my Widget on the web is to set it to
the radio station's xml feed, and use a javascript Widget engine to display it in a website. I also use a simple xml parser to get
the xml from the radio station to generate the widget code. It is very simple. "Control" Widget: I'm currently using this to
"control" the station. You can set the options in the "Config" tab. I think the way you are using the "time" option is probably the
way to do this. I am currently running a WAVEServer on my home network, and the WAVEServer displays a version of the
WAVEServer so that I can have "control" of the server from my computer. If
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System Requirements For 94.7 The WAVE:
Windows XP/Windows Vista (32-bit) Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows 8.1 (64-bit) OSX 10.6 or later 2GB of RAM 1GB of
available hard drive space Graphical Effects and Style Options Note: The above requirements are the minimum requirements.
Recommended specifications are available below: SCELARIO G4 and G4P Minimum: OS: Windows XP SP2, Windows Vista
SP2, Windows 7, Windows 8
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